Happy May from Senegal!!!

Hello! Lots has been happening the past couple months. I went to
Kedougou in the South Eastern corner of Senegal with my YAGM
group, Easter happened, and went up north to Linguere for
Senegalese Independence Day.
The first photos are from one of the hikes that you can do in the
south eastern region where you are almost touching Guinea. This
was the first waterfall I have seen since being at home in the PNW.
Senegal’s geography vastly differs throughout the country. These
are photos of Dindefelo Falls, which is nestled being the rolling
mountain region, where chimpanzees (!!!) and Guinea baboons live.
Jane Goodall actually had a research center not far from the
campement where we stayed.
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(R) These photos are from a hike, where within less than
3K, you gradually climb and go through a palm forest
(that makes palm oil a staple in the Senegalese diet), a
bamboo forest and a small river that the chimpanzees
and guinea baboons live among. Also those big green
trees in the top photo are FULL of mangoes
.
(BELOW) Common family activity is to hang at the
tailleur that my mom, Sesyl, works at/runs
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For Easter, it is tradition in Senegal for the Christians to make a rich porridge type dish called, Ngalax (pronounced nnn- Gal- uh).
The Christians make this dish and then distribute it to all of their Muslim neighbors. The dish is made of ground peanuts
(basically peanut butter), baobab fruit (made into juice by soaking the fruit in water), sugar, chocolate, a bunch of spices and
flavoring, coconut, oranges, bananas, apples (all the fruits). The grain is the same millet cous cous (Saig) but rolled out into fine
small balls (THIAKRY), and cooked with raisins. You then add however much thiakry to the porridge and eat and it is one of the
richest things I have ever eaten in my life, but also amazing. This dish takes at least two days to make, so it is highly labor
intensive, and each of those buckets in the photo is 31 L….
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